CIRCLE COUNCIL STAFF SIDE AP CIRCLE,
VIJAYAWADA
No. CU-12A/6th CCM/AP/2021

Dated : 20-07-2021

To
The Secretary
Staff side, CCM
VIJAYAWADA
Dear Comrade,
Sub :- Inclusion of agenda items in the ensuing 6th Circle
council meeting - Reg
***
Please find here with enclosed agenda items for ensuing 6 th circle
council meeting. The same may please be incorporate in the agenda.
Thanking You,
Yours fraternally
(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao )
Leader,Staff side, CCM,AP
AGENDA ITEMS FOR 6th CCM from NFTE – BSNL , AP

1. Payment of 2 ½ % HBA rebate to the officials those who have totally re paid
the amount of advances and completed the procedures and formalities
prescribed for the same. It is reported that the amount of rebate has not
been paid to the officials since two years. Majority of them were retired.
There fore release the rebate amount at the earliest.
2. Issue of Sr.TOA posting orders to the compassionate ground appointees
those who had posted in Gr,C cadre (TOA) and having computer deploma
qualification at the time of their initial appointment as per the 2003
corporate office orders. Also effecting date on which they completed the
said deplome as envisaged in CO,ND orders.
3. Non posting of watch and ward duties to the lady RM officials during night
hours. It is reported that in rural areas our exchanges are in isolated areas
and also in normal areas after 19.00 hours nobody is available. In theses
circumstances problems are being faced by the lady officials. Their family
members are feeling insecure. There fore some mechanism may be worked
out to over come this problem.
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4. Augmentation space audit and efforts to lease out of vacant buildings and places
in various offices/exchanges in all the SSAs in the circle :
As per the information of staff side on various resources many Departmental
buildings and vacant sites are available. These vacant buildings are being spoiled
due to non attending of petty works/repairs. As per the guide lines of corporate
office all circle are directed to attend petty works and lease out the buildings.
Staff side required the following information.
SSA wise total space occupied the building, Vacant buildings available,
leased out building areas and vacant sites areas. Action taken by the SSAs/ circle
in view of the corporate office orders/targets.

5. Removal of discrepancy in the EPS of DR recruits September, 2014 batch JEs :Nearly 30 DR JEs were recruited in September, 2014 their initial training had stated
on 11-8-2014. After completion of the training they were posted and appointed
in respective SSAs of AP circle. Their date of appointment had taken as 11-8-2014
considering their training period taken as service as per the existing rules. Where
as their DOAs recorded in EPF office is 18-10-2014 excluding training period. EPF
contribution also recovering from August, 2014 from their sty funds. The recovery
made up to January, 2016 and deposited to the EPF account in segregation of EPF
and EPS in our ERP. But the Government made amendments in EPF & EPS schemes
through notifications. This will effective from 1-9-2014. Accordingly our BSNL
stopped the segregation of EPS contribution from EPF. There after August,2014
batch of JEs made representation to the BSNL management that this notification
will not applicable to them. The BSNL management consider their view point and
again started segregation of EPF wef July, 2020. But the period from Feb.2016 to
June, 2020 ie 4 years 5 months has not been segregated. Because this pension will
be reduced to those officials. Another point is those who completed 20 years
service will be added. There fore the following two correction needed in this
regard.
1.Take up the issue with EPF office that the amount sent to the EPF office may be
segregated into EPF and EPS from Feb.2016 to June, 2020 for Aug,2014 batch
officials only.
2. DOA will get it be changed in EPF office as 11-8-2014 instead of 18-10-2014.

6. Supply of plastic make identification & MRS cards to the working and retired
officials :- At present laminated cards are spoiling with a little span of time.
Especially the retired MRS cards are being issued with man scripts. Carrying with
them in many occasions letters are removing. They are facing difficulties. Being a
giant corporation it may be a good look and purpose also. There fore it need to be
replaced with plastic ones.

(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao )
Leader,Staff side, CCM,AP
Copy to the GM HR for information please

